Tire and Wheel Management
Comprehensive understanding of the tire and wheel capability and potential, guides Fountain Tire Timmins to manage this resource
to maximize the product performance for the customer.
Fountain Tire’s site-specific tire and wheel management services are
designed to ensure tire and wheel life is maximised while providing the
highest possible standards of safety, equipment availability and
productivity.
Creating sound tire and wheel management principles offers many
rewards, including:
• Safer operation
• Extended tire and wheel life
• Reduction of operating cost
• Increased productivity

•

load and speed capacity and checking that appropriate tire
pressures are maintained at recommended levels
Implementing wheel maintenance and inspection programs to log
each wheel’s condition throughout its operating life, checking for
cracks, fatigue and other damage, and carrying out repairs as
required.

Our dedicated team can visit your mine site or construction project and
assist in developing a tire and wheel management program suited to your
application.
Elements of a tire and wheel management program include:
• Optimising site tire and wheel related safety
• Reducing tire-cut damage, through measures such as maintaining
clear surfaces in loading and dumping areas, minimising spillage
on ramps or haul roads.
• Preventive maintenance for cut-damaged tires, including timely
removal of tires before they are too damaged for viable repairs
• Operating tires within their capabilities, through such measures as
operating within the TKPH or WCF rating, carefully matching tire

These programs also include steps to further increase the potential life of
tires and wheels, through:
• Improving operating surfaces
• Better road design
• Optimising tire and wheel selection
• Training of on-site personnel, including management, foremen
and supervisors, to ensure the safe use and operation of tires and
wheels
• Additional operator training, with a view to increasing awareness
of tire management issues.
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EM Track III Software
Fountain Tire uses Goodyear’s EM Track software to manage fleet tires and
rims, find abnormal wear conditions and improve the overall tire
performance. With this software, we can:
• Track the entire life cycle of a tire
o Install(s) (by equipment and position)
o Removal(s) including reasons
o Repair(s)
o Retread(s)
o Tire Life (tread remaining, hours, miles/kms, tire
pressures)
o Costs analysis
o Scrap reasons
• Generate management reports
Fountain Tire team interprets these reports and makes recommendations
to the customer to maximize the value of their tire investment.

Tire and wheel fitting

Fountain Tire has a nationwide network of service
facilities to handle all your tire and wheel needs.
This network includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Trained tire and wheel fitting technicians.
Specialist handling equipment.
Dedicated maintenance.
Total commitment to safe tire fitting and
handling.
In-service wheel inspections to ensure safe ongoing .use.

Training and Safety
Informed decision making is the goal of Fountain Tire’s training programs. All the Fountain Tire training is focused on the customer
understanding the tire and wheel products so that safe application is maintained, and life potential is maximized.

Fountain Tire Timmins is totally committed to the safe handling, fitting and
management of off-the-road tires and wheels.
Our approach to safer tires and wheel handling includes:
•
•
•
•

Expert tire and wheel handling equipment
Comprehensive risk management plans
Adherence to legislative OH&S requirements as a minimum
Continuous training in safe tire and wheel handling procedures for our
staff, contractors and customers.

Fountain Tire Timmins provides a comprehensive series of training programs
covering all aspects of tire and wheel use and management. These include:
•
•
•

How to carry out safe maintenance procedures and practices
How to optimize tire selection, based on site requirements
How to maximise tire life in specific applications.

Comprehensive training is the key to correct and safe tire and wheel
handling, and is a major part of the services Fountain Tire Timmins offers
the industry as whole.
Our intention is to make information available to anyone associated with
tires and wheels on OTR equipment – supervisors, operators, foremen
and technicians – to ensure they are fully equipped to safely manage,
select and handle tires and wheels.

Retreading
The purpose of off-the-road (OTR) retreading is simple: to
maximize tire life for our customers in order to reduce operating
costs. A retreaded OTR tire can look and perform like a new tire,
resulting in substantial savings in the cost differential between a
retread and a new tire.
When you salvage an existing tire casing and apply a new tread, you
experience a better cost per mile per tire. We offer the following
retread services with customized tread patterns and compounds that
meet cut and heat resistance and abrasion specifications:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Mold Retreads
Provide a new tire appearance
Equal to or exceeds other retread performance
Uniform tread depth and overall diameter (O.D.)
High rubber durometer reading due to mold cure pressure
A leading cause of failure in radial OTR tires is sidewall cuts that
penetrate into the steel cables of the radial casing. Left unattended,
these cuts will grow with every revolution of the tire, allowing
moisture and dirt to work into the steel and eventually causing
failure of the casing. We offer sidewall-cut repairs, as well as the
following OTR tire repairs:
Section repairs
Reinforcements
Spot repairs
Lug repairs
Sidewall bumpers

